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NAME …………………………………………..……                GRADE …………… 

 

Read the text and answer the questions : 

1- Paul was the ……………………baby ever 

born. 

a- smallest 

b- oldest 

c- biggest 
 

2- He was always ………………… 

a- hungry 

b- angry 

c- sad 
 

3- His favourite food was …………………… 

a- banana 

b- eggs 

c- pancake 

4- Paul was the ............................ in the village. 

a- shortest 

b- youngest 

c- tallest 
 

5- The best title is …………………………… 

a- The biggest baby 

b- The crying baby 

c- Paul and pancakes 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

UNIT 9 REVISION 



 Read and answer: 

 

1- Paul wished to have …………………… 

a- an ox 

b- a friend 

c- a bed 

 
2- He found an………………… 

a- ox 

b- snow 

c- school 

 
3- The ox was …………………… 

a- small 

b- big 

c- short 

4- The best title is …………………. 

a- The new friend 

b- The snowstorm 

c- Sad Paul 

 
5- The ox was …………………………… 

a- blue and small 

b- red and big 

c- blue and big 
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Read and answer: 
 

1- Paul’s parents gave him a huge axe 

when he was …………………… 

a- 17 

b- 18 

c- 80 

 
2- He became a ………………… 

a- baker 

b- doctor 

c- logger 

3- Circle the words that describe Paul: 

a- angry 

b- lazy 

c- strong 

d- friendly 

e- helpful 

f- scary 

g- enormous 
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# Read and answer: 
 

 

 

a. Rashid and his family 

b. Rashid and his school 

c. The life in the countryside 

 
2- Rashid lives in the : 

a. city 

b. village 

c. mountain 

 
3- Rashid likes his school because it’s : 

a. tiny 

b. big 

c. friendly 

Hello. My name is Rashid. I live in a village in the 
countryside. My school isn’t very big. I like my school 
because it’s really friendly. There are children of all ages in 
the same classroom. The older children help the younger 
ones. The only problem is that the playground is tiny. 

1- The best title is : 
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Hi. I’m Tariq. There are 800 children at my school. My school has got 
a large playground. So there’s lots of space to run around and play 
ball. I like my school because there are lots of different kids to work 
and play with. My school can be very noisy when we are all having our 
lunch at the same time. 

1- There are ……………….. children at Tariq’s 

# Read and answer: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

school. 

 

a. 80 

b. 800 

c. 8000 

 
2- The playground is ……………………….. 

a. small 

b. tiny 

c. large 

 
3- Tariq loves his school because ………………….. 

a. it has a small playground 

b. it’s noisy 

c. There are lots of kids to play with 
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Examples: 

# My mother is shorter than my 
sister. 

 # My car is bigger than your car. 

Choose the correct answers: 
 

1- Ahmad is …………………………… than Ali. ( tall - taller - tallest ) 

2- My mother is ………………… than my father. ( young - younger - youngest ) 

3- My friend is …………………………. than me. ( old - older - oldest ) 

4- Rashid’s car is ………………………. than your car. ( fast - faster - fastest ) 

Correct the adjectives: 

1- Majid is ( short ) than Saleh. …………………………… 

2- His car is ( slow ) than my car. …………………………….. 

3- The elephant is ( big ) than the cat. …………………………… 

4- Her neck is ( long ) than my neck. ……………………………… 
 

Complete the sentences: 

 

1- I like to go to the …………………….. to watch a movie. It has a big ……………….. 

2- I can’t understand Japanese films without Arabic …………………………….. 

3- The good thing about a small town is having less …………………………………. 

4- We can see old things in the …………………………………… 

screen - subtitles - museum - traffic - cinema - cafe’ 



 
 

 Complete the sentences using the superlative adjectives: 
 
 

1- My sister is the …………………………person in my family. ( short ) 

2- The lion is the ………………………………... animal in the forest. ( dangerous ) 

3- I think superman is the …………………………………. man. ( powerful ) 

4- Mountain Everest is the ………………………… mountain on Earth. ( high ) 

4- Burj Khalifa is the ………………………… building in the U.A.E. ( tall ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Use more if you are comparing two things or people. 

- Use the most if you are comparing more than two things or people. 

- Use few to compare things you can count. 

- Use less to compare things you can’t count. 


